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ACBE Advisory Committee on Business and the Environment
CBI Confederation of British Industry
Consents Bubble The total volume of flare gas encompassed by FTPTS 

participants which is consented for release by the DTI
DEFRA Department for Environment, Food, and Rural Affairs
DTI Department of Trade and Industry
EA Environment Agency
EU ETS European Union Emissions Trading Scheme
FTPTS Flare Transfer Pilot Trading Scheme
GHG's Greenhouse Gases
OGITF Oil and Gas Industry Task Force
PILOT PILOT is the successor to the Oil & Gas Industry Task 

Force (OGITF) which was created in 1998 in recognition 
of the challenges faced by the industry as a result of the 
dramatic fall in oil price, the prospect of reduced world 
demand and the maturing of the UKCS.

SEPA Scottish Environment Protection Agency
UKCS United Kingdom Continental Shelf
UKOOA UK Offshore Operators Association
Voluntary Asset Target (VAT) A stretch target of reduction in flare gas volume below 

the consented volume, which is set on a voluntary basis 
for each asset

GLOSSARY
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This is the fourth annual report from the Flare Transfer Pilot Trading Scheme (FTPTS), a voluntary
scheme established jointly by Government and Industry to reduce the quantity of gas flared in the
UKCS and to provide participants with experience of a cap and trade system of emissions reduc-
tion.

The scheme is now well established with an increasing number of fields seeing the benefit of par-
ticipation. In 2004 there were 67 participating sites; an increase from 62 when the scheme com-
menced in 2000. As in previous years the flexibility offered by the scheme in managing flare con-
sent was demonstrated by operators carrying out 3 intra-company and 6 inter-company trades
involving 20 fields. I'm particularly pleased that sites within the scheme flared 393 thousand m3/day
less than their collective consent of 2,297 thousand m3/day; a saving of almost 18%.This is a clear
demonstration that the FTPTS and the flare consent process jointly provide an effective mecha-
nism for both the management and reduction of flare in the UKCS. As a result I have no hesita-
tion in encouraging operators to join the scheme.

In 2005 the FTPTS will continue to be managed by a Steering Committee comprising of partici-
pant representatives. A particularly important issue for the committee over the coming year is the
relationship between the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) and flaring; at present flaring is
not captured by the EU ETS but it may well be in 2008. If this comes to pass the ramifications for
the FTPTS will be significant and as such the Steering Committee will closely follow development.

If you require further information please contact me on 01224 352556 or msmith@talisman.co.uk.

Mike Smith
Talisman  Energy  (UK)  Limited

A message from the Chairman
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RULES OF THE FTPTS

In summary, the rules of the scheme are:

WHO: The FTPTS is voluntary, with no financial transactions taking place. It is administered by the DTI and 
is open to all holders of consent of greater than 6 months (subject to DTI approval).

HOW: Participants are not under any obligation to transfer any volume of flare. Participants set their own voluntary
targets for each asset entered into the scheme.Targets are lower than the DTI flaring consent. These targets
should be realistic and achievable, but also need to be sufficiently stretching to be credible to stakeholders.
Trading can occur in two ways:
• The "Buyer" believes it will exceed a voluntary asset target (but not DTI consent), and seeks a 

"Seller" with spare volume under a voluntary asset target, with whom it can trade. In this 
scenario no modifications to consents held by the "Seller" or  "Buyer" are required;

• The "Buyer" believes it will exceed a consent, and seeks a "Seller" where unused flare below 
their voluntary target level may exist in order to make up the shortfall. In this case, both the 
"Seller" and the "Buyer" operators involved would have to apply to the DTI to have their con
sents adjusted accordingly for their respective fields. In practical terms, the "Seller" would be 
required to apply for a lower consent level while the "Buyer" would be required to apply for a 
higher consent level.

Companies may only "sell" unused flare below their voluntary target level.Where a company has more than 
one asset participating in the scheme, these assets may transfer consent between them (intra-company 
transfers) prior to offering/requesting consents to/from the wider scheme.

The full FTPTS rules book can be obtained from the Secretariat or Steering Committee Chairman.
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The 1st January 2004 saw the beginning of the fourth year
of 'trading', with a large and active membership. The
scheme has remained broadly the same with only minor
tweaks to its rules, extending the period for late-entry par-
ticipants for example. This is largely because the aims and
objectives of the scheme are being met. Nevertheless, a
number of issues continue to be watched by the Steering
Committee:

Convergence with the EU
Emissions Trading Scheme (EU
ETS)

The first phase of the EU ETS runs between 2005-2007 for
sites with non-flare combustion of greater than 20MW and
will address CO2 only. With flare not part of the EUETS
the FTPTS can continue without conflict. However, in 2008
Phase II of the EU ETS will commence and it may be
expanded to include other sources of emissions and other
green-house gases. This may mean the inclusion of flaring.
Throughout 2005/6 consultations will take place to deter-
mine whether this will be the case. The FTPTS Steering
Committee will closely monitor developments and the
potential impact on the FTPTS.

Commercial Trading

Commercial trading has been considered in the past by the
Steering Committee and will continue to be reviewed in
the future.At present, the aims and objectives of the FTPTS
are being met in a non-commercial environment and the
Steering Committee has, to date, concluded that the diffi-
culties in setting up a commercial scheme outweigh the
benefits.

Terminals Inclusion

The potential future inclusion of terminals in the scheme
was considered in 2003/4. After consultation with the DTI,
DEFRA, SEPA and the EA, DTI did not wish to include ter-
minals in the scheme. The principal reason being that ter-
minal flaring is also subject to consent from the EA in
England and SEPA in Scotland. In the context of the
scheme’s objectives the resultant inter-agency trading,
should it be possible, was considered to be unduly com-
plex.

ONGOING AND FUTURE ISSUES
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Mass Reporting

In January 2005 DTI asked industry to move from report-
ing flaring on a volume basis to reporting on a mass basis.
The aim was to give a more consistent measure of calorif-
ic value and hence energy loss. It also provides a better fit
with other reporting such as EEMS, IPPC and potentially EU
ETS.To facilitate this change UKOOA and DTI developed
guidelines which provide:

 A structured approach to flare quantification.
 Improved consistency of reporting across the 

industry.
 Emphasis on greater accuracy in reporting the flare

of greater magnitude.

In short, the guidelines set out the quantification methods
expected for a given average flare. Acceptable methods
range from ‘by-difference’ for >15 tonnes per day to ultra-
sonic flow measurement for >40 tonnes per day.
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Website

The  2004 FTPTS Annual Report, a Frequently Asked
Questions document and the 2001 Rules Book will be
placed on the PILOT website
(http://www.pilottaskforce.co.uk).

The concept of flare trading emerged from a joint
Industry-Government initiative, initiated by the PILOT
Task Force, the successor of the Oil and Gas Industry
Task Force (OGITF). The OGITF was set up in 1998 to
plan a wayforward for the UK oil and gas industry to
sustain and maintain its competitiveness at a time of low
oil price, the prospect of reduced world demand and
the maturing of the UKCS. PILOT succeeded OGITF on
the 1st of January 2000 and continued to support the
flare trading initiative.

A pilot flare trading scheme began to take form when
Terms of Reference were established in October 1999.
A work group was established and was tasked to:

‘Design, build, and test a no-risk pilot 

trading scheme which aims to reduce 

volumes of gas flared and related 

emissions more effectively than the current

consent approval process.’

It was the intention that this 'virtual' scheme be used as
the basis for an actual inter-company trading market for
flare consents. The group was also presented with the
mandate to ensure that UKOOA was regularly
appraised of developments. UKOOA has continued to
actively participate in driving the scheme forwards, with
representatives publicising the work and progress of the
initiative through the appropriate forums. The work
group has aligned with UKOOA policy wherever possi-
ble.

Rules for a pilot flare trading scheme were first
established in October 2000. As these Rules did not
allow for financial transactions, the word 'Trading' was
not deemed solely appropriate and hence the current
name 'Flare Transfer Pilot Trading Scheme' or FTPTS
was adopted. In March 2001, URS, Cantor Fitzgerald and
the Steering Committee undertook a trading simulation
exercise, a "Virtual Trading Day". The trading simulation
consisted of a bid-offer system, co-ordinated by a single
broker. A fine was imposed to those facilities exceeding
their consent level and the trader could elect to pay this
fine, rather than shut in the facility.

Since its inception the FTPTS has remained bound by
the same rules. Only minor changes such as rules on
permitting late entrants into the scheme have been
made. Similarly some rules have been challenged - in
2004 an operator asked whether terminals could par-
ticipate in the scheme.This was considered by DTI and
DEFRA before a decision was reached that, because of
cross-agency responsibility for flare, the participation of

terminals would add a tier of complexity disproportion-
ate to the benefit to be gained.

In December 2001, the BBC World Service Radio aired
a report on the practice of flaring in the oil industry.The
transmission was directed at audiences from the Far
East through to Europe. The programme featured the
UK FTPTS as a constructive attempt to address envi-
ronmental impacts of flaring and best flaring practices in
a market orientated fashion.

Governance  and  Structure

Since its inception the FTPTS has been directed by a
Steering Committee that has comprised of participating
operators. Supporting the committee have been two
sub-committees, one for Rules and a second for
Measurement, Monitoring and Verification (MWV) as
shown in the figure below. In 2004 the sub-committees
were not called upon.

Objectives and Aims

Based upon original aims and goals of the FTPTS, the
Steering Committee has summarised the current key
objectives of the scheme as:

To continue the reduction in the overall 
quantity of gas flared.

To provide early experience of target setting 
and trading mechanisms.

To prepare the industry for possible 
integration into wider emissions trading 
schemes that are being developed.

To expand membership of the group.
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Governance structure of the FTPTS.
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Goodwill Partnerships

The FTPTS is an Industry-Government initiative that
demonstrates a pro-active and forward-thinking partner-
ship.The scheme has  evolved from, and continues to ben-
efit from, discussions and valuable contributions from both
sectors.This approach illustrates that operators and regula-
tors can equally design and promote a valuable and flexible
scheme to pave the way for future trading.

DTI’s Perspective

“Though the Offshore Flare Transfer Pilot Trading Scheme
was set up for a trial period as a result of a PILOT initiative
in 2001, DTI is delighted that with consistent industry sup-
port the Scheme is continuing to be successful in meeting
its aims and objectives. DTI is thus happy to give its con-
tinuing support and wishes it every success in meeting the
challenges ahead.”

Meeting Environmental Targets

There is increasing focus on emissions from industry, not
least atmospheric emissions in the global context of wide-
spread concern over climate change and global warming.
The FTPTS is one way the oil and gas industry has respond-
ed to this concern.

By setting Voluntary Asset Targets(VATs), the scheme focus-
es fields on achieving reductions in flaring volumes. If flaring
volumes  are lower than the VAT, the FTPTS scheme allows
for transfer of that spare to a field that has exceeded its
VAT. At year end all participants should strive to meet their
VAT. In this manner, the FTPTS scheme is assisting in reduc-
ing the overall volumes of gas flared.

Self Regulation

The FTPTS allows each participating operator to set their
own Voluntary Asset Targets below the consented level.
Whilst operators will still not have direct control over
defining their own consents, an operator can strive to reg-
ulate their own performance by setting increasingly aggres-
sive flaring targets.

ADVANTAGES OF PARTICIPATION

Flexibility

This transfer scheme affords participants a great deal of
flare consent management flexibility whilst at the same time
achieving reductions in flaring.

If a participating field is having difficulty operating under the
consent or voluntary asset target then flare gas volume can
be sought from the FTPTS scheme. This can be through
either an intra or inter-company transfer ; providing agree-
ment is obtained from all parties, gas flaring volumes can be
re-allocated from the consents of those fields with spare to
the fields needing an increased consent. An example might
be maintaining production during a gas compression outage
whilst remaining within consent.This legal transfer of revis-
ing consented volumes is facilitated by the DTI in its role as
scheme broker.

The cumulative gas flare volume consented to participating
fields ('Consents Bubble') never increases as a result of
transfer within the scheme. However, the inclusion of a
new participant within the scheme will increase the cumu-
lative consented flare gas volume.

Real Transfers

In 2004 many participating fields flared less than their
FTPTS VAT and were therefore able to trade the 'spare' .
The first transfers of flare gas volume occurred in
September when an internal and inter company transfer
took place. Inter and intra company transfers continued
during Q3 and Q4. Of these, a total of 19Km3/day was
transferred in 3 intra-company transfers, involving 6 fields.
In addition to this, 5 inter-company transfers were made,
involving 14 fields and 6.5Km3/day. In both cases this is an
increase on the number of transfers in the previous year.
As some of the transfers were necessitated by the poten-
tial exceedence of consent, the DTI encouraged the use of
the FTPTS and subsequently brokered the transfer of flare
gas volume between participants.

Experience in previous years has shown that transfer activ-
ity is concentrated towards the end of the 'Trading Year'
and 2004 proved to be no different.This is the period when
participants are more confident that they can relinquish
flare to other participants without jeopardising their own
targets.

Real Flexibility

The flexibility of the scheme was clearly demonstrated in
2004. In one instance, unexpected process difficulties at a
facility meant that the flare consent would be breached
unless production was cut back.The operator was able to
avoid this loss in production by using the FTPTS to obtain
an increase in flare consent. Thus the FTPTS enabled the
site in difficulty to obtain the flare consent it needed with-
out compromising the scheme's objective of reducing the
overall quantity of gas flared.

KEY SUCCESSES
Scheme Participation

In 2004 67 fields were in the scheme, of which 13 had
not participated the previous year.

Performance Achieved
by FTPTS Participants
During the 2004
Trading Year

Consents Bubble

Voluntary Asset Target Bubble  (4.9% under Consent Bubble)

Actual Flaring Bubble  (17.8% under Consent Bubble
12.8% under VAT Bubble)

65

8% Increase

 

2004

2000

Growth in Participation

Between 2000 - 2004

Flare Volumes

For the 2004 'Trading Year', companies within the FTPTS
set a cumulative Voluntary Asset Target that was 4.9%
below the cumulative consents bubble. At the end of the
'Trading Year', the quantity of total gas flared by participants
was 12.8% under the cumulative Voluntary Asset Target and
a substantial 17.8% below the consents bubble as com-
pared to the cumulative consent bubble.
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